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The method of working Asia
5101
I found the book. This book name is “Working in the world –the selection of
working Asia-”. It is very exciting for me and I want to think that I want to work in
Asia. But I do not enough information about it. So I search it and get the information.
First, I research the economy of Asia. It is growing now and it will grow more and
more. And I found the data about working Asia. If we want to work Asia, we must have
a lot of experience and skills in high level.
So I work in Japan, and time is over, I work in many countries using many skills.

Network of bullying
~A caste system in school and SNS~
5102
On the one hand activities for eradication of bullying become more active, on the
other hand the opinion that "Bullying will never disappear." begins to spread broadly
into society. When I thought "Why doesn't bullying disappear?" and "What is the
reason which causes increase of bullying?”, I assumed that "A caste system in school"
and "SNS" is involved in this problem. According to the research, I found out that the
existence of SNS applications such as LINE and occurrence of gap -widening society in
school has a major influence on bullying. By the above two things there are many
students who are tied to the school network both in school and out of school. Some of
them don’t feel relaxed after getting home.
Bullying has each different state with depending on the situation. I thought it
impossible that the perfect countermeasures against bullying, so I give an example as
realistic idea that teachers should observe the school net work and act according to
circumstances.

The future of Japanese tax increasing and consumption tariff of the world
~The relation with the reduced tax rate~
5103
The consumption tax was 3percent increased in April, 2014 but the corporation
profit tax was reduced. We could get tax revenues in the tax increase which is 5% from
3% in 1997 and this tax increase. But the whole tax income decreases by corporation
profit tax reduction. But, when I say whether consumption tax increase is performed, a
burden doesn't concentrate on a specific person, and the consumption tax you can bear
widely by entire people including a senior citizen is suitable for funds of social
security in aged society, and tax revenue at about 10trillion yen every year follows,
and tax income is because it is difficult to be influenced by an economic trend. While
aging is advancing this certainly, the one of the consumption tax I bear by entire
people may be able to get much tax income from the corporation profit tax only a

laborer bears.
I think introduction of reduced tax rate is necessary to increase general tax income.
Consumer's burden is to be less by a tariff's of a living necessity being reduced, and
consumer's eagerness to buy may lead to rise business recovery.

Solution Of The Social Problem Judged From Bicycle Society
~Counterattack of the manpower~
5104
Recently, social problem is become a topic. I use a bicycle but I always think that the
numbers of bicycle are increasing in japan. So I compare Japan with each other country.
(In particular, Europe and Asia where a bicycle is popular) It was made this topic
because I thought I aimed at development of future bicycle society. Now, safety of
using bicycle is most serious view. I thought there might be a big difference points
with other countries. Car is the most famous vehicle in Japan. I considered about how
to change every one senses from fundamental problem. I say a result. It is very easy.
So you are not only seeing from one viewpoint but also seeing from viewpoint of the
partner and natural viewpoint. You should be seeing other points of view.

ENERGY PROBLEMS AND THAT SOLVE METHOD OF WORLD
~Effective use of natural energy~
5105
Today is world consumes a large amount of fossil fuel has been increasing
consume energy of world. But fossil fuel is exhaustion resources. These resources of
oil reserves to production ratio are 59 years now. So you use natural energy is a
prerequisite for future, and I think efficient use for natural energy with climate and
environment, economic situation. Now use of way, divide the natural energy into
sunlight and water power, force of the wind, geothermal heat, ice and snow heat, use of
temperature gap heat. All of the ways have good way and bad way. So, natural energy
is important for the power gene ration with suitable way of natural environment. And,
in my opinion you should use to natural energy for direct use. And if you use natural
energy, you must think for ecosystem and natural environment, because they have
many pieces creature. Finally, natur al energy system must take many costs for
installation. Therefore developing countries so difficult installation for new natural
energy system. So developed countries must help to developing countries for technical
help with grows the economy.

Japan Football Future
5106
Japanese soccer has grown, but Japan that of is much inferior than that of south
America and Europe. I started this study, because I wanted to solve how Japan will
be strong. As a result, Japan was demanded as follows im provement. First, Japan
should start to raise young player. JFA should make use of FFA system. To teach the
tactics is that national team can raise the degree of perfection. Second, JFA make
young player gain the experience until they will be 22 years old. I make this plan to
use GFA system as reference. This plan can prevent that young player of Japan league
leak out foreign team. And mental coach goes with Japan team. They control players
mental, so players can do stable performances.

Japanese comic
~How to sell in the world~
5107
Comic is famous as cool japan , and it can connect japan and foreign countries.
Actually､Translated version of Japanese comic is sold a lot in the world. These results
suggest that it is so famous. And, it is wrong that sold comic in Japan and foreign
countries. So, if we can sell a lot of comics in Japan, it may be able to sell in other
country. You take notice of Japanese comic is sold in the world. You will get the
information about difference of comic loved in the world. So, you can get the
information about circumstance and history of these countries from that fact. But, even
if Japanese comic is sold a lot in the world, there is deep problem. It is about knock -off
called pirate edition. We can’t ignore the problem. I could know that the Japan Patent
Office had already taken measure. But, I think that we cannot expect the effect by its
measure because knock-off of Japanese comic have already spread in the world.
Actually, sales of Japanese comic do not increase in recent years in the world. So,
there is a result which is bad. So, I thought that I want to solve that problem.

[The world conductor and Japanese conductor]
~to be a conductor~
5108
There are a lot of orchestras in the world and in Japan. So there are a lot of
conductors in the world and in Japan. By the way, I research about difference of
world conductor who active in the world and Japanese conductor who active in
Japan, disparity of name recognition, and the way of to be the world conductor who
active in the world. First, the difference of world conductor and Japanese conductor
are talent, career, and performance of competiti on. Second, why do a conductor ’s
disparity of name recognition occur, because a conductor ’s activity location decide
to the conductor ’s name recognition, and a conductor ’s skill decide to the
conductor ’s name recognition. Third, the way of to be the world conductor who
active in the world are learn in famous music university or to learn in famous world
conductor, to improve the skill, and polish the human nature.

The difference of among Japan and other countries
~From difference of immediate rules~
5109
Recently, many multi-ethnic nations have the serious national problem that
happening dispute and so on, because many people insist that the doctrine of religion
which each people worship. However, I have not heard that there are conflicts in
Singapore until now. It is said that Singapore is one of the multi -ethnic nation. As a
result of I searched about it with Internet and books, I understood the country is
divided area into such religions. There are four official languages, because there are
many kinds of people. Most of people can speak two or more languages. People
sometimes quarrel about such religions in part of indirect, but there is not direct
dispute and people can live in peaceful. So I researched that the reason why there is
not large dispute and I thought about it.

Actually, I went to there and I had seen the real state of life through the fieldwork. I
think that I could see the cause of people can live together little by little.

The difference of among each sense of values
~from each religions~
5110
All people have in sense of individual values and you do everything based on your
one and these have something in common with each other, but, all people cannot
understand each other.
So, my goal is that all people live together, through searching difference of among
each religion.
I learned about religions of Christianity, Islam, Buddhism and Shinto with internet and
book. I also research through fieldwork and compare with those.
I think it is important to learn and to talk so that all people discu ss and make an effort
in order to understand each other through this study.
We should search for a point which all people can compromise, but, we also must have
own in sense of individual values.

Tourist city of Japan and around the World
~The way to Tourism Nation~
5111
Japanese Government started to promote for the purpose of being tourism nation. So
they are working to increase the number of foreign tourist, but Japanese tourism
industry is immature. In 2013, IOC (International Olympic Committee) dec ided that
Olympic in 2020 hold in Tokyo. Japanese government and government of Tokyo
improve to attract foreign tourists. For example Internet environment, write road sign
in English to attract foreign tourists and so on. Improving infrastructure is a lot as
scheme of government of Tokyo, service industry for foreign tourist is a lot in country
where many foreign tourist visit. In Paris, France, hotel have “manual to good service
by country” to service for foreign tourists. In Beijing, China, Chinese govern ment
curry out a tourism policy that foreign tourists can sightseeing in Beijing without visa
for 72hours if they stay briefly there. These are idea to satisfy foreign tourists. But if
Japan curry out idea like other city’s one as it is, there is not origi nality of Japan.
Japanese government and people should entertain them by Japanese style good service
“Omotenashi”. And then, I think Japan can become tourism nation.

Frequency of Japanese exercise comparison with the world
~compare developed county with developing county~
5112
The number of people who play sports is increasing. But, in contrast, the number of
people who exercise is decreasing. By the way, the number of elderly people who
exercise is increasing. However, the number of adult who exercise is decreasing
contrast with twenty years ago. Advantage of mechanization by industrialization, the
amount of time that working in company is increasing. It may be suspected that two
bipolarization are happened by the two reasons. The situation spread not only Japan
but also developed country. In addition, some developed countries have the social
problem which many people are getting fat. Moreover, developing country have social

problem, too. The problem is lack of exercis e because people are not interested in
health and physical education. I suggest three solutions. Awareness of importance of
physical and sports at elementary education, promote the exercise at company, active
dispatch of delegation of young people sent abr oad.

Japanese Good & Bad
~Compare Japan with America~
5113
When I went to America for homestay, I felt various difference of culture and I
thought that I want to know more about American culture. So, I researched 5things of
America, food, character, religion, service, partition. Therefore, I knew good point and
bad point of each country’s culture. It is important to take difference of other culture in
the middle of growing globalization. Especially, J apan has a strong relationship with
America, such “Japan-U.S. Security Treaty”, trade, U.S. military base, and so on.
These days, the 9 th article of constitution is reported by the mass media. Japan and
America must help each other. An attitude to take dif ferent culture is important.

With the aim of achieving world peace
~Do not forget the War~
5114
In the Pacific War, more than 3 million Japanese people were killed. So, we must
not forget the event forever. Then, I have suggestions for avoiding fade of the war. I
think that we should have more opportunity of coming in contact with the War.
Moreover, we have to learn the true history of the War. Japan was not just damaged by
other countries. Japan also did inhumane act to other counties’ people. So, it is
important that Japanese government admit what Japan did during the War and
apologize to the countries for mistakes in the past. And Japan is the only country all
over the world which was damaged by atomic bombs. Therefore, Japan has a duty to
appeal to the world for removing nuclear weapons completely. Then, there will be no
war from all over the world, and I hope that the world will become peacefully.

Globalization and Poverty
~Aiming at educational development~
5115
Nowadays, globalization is progressing in the world and economic disparity is
expanding between countries. Thus, developed countries are more advancing but
developing countries are behind them. Developing countries need “education” to
break down this situation. If they are provide with education, they cannot acquire
skills of reading, writing and calculations. So, they are able to get stable jobs then
they cannot earn only a living one day, and their children cannot give rights of
education. In addition, they become bad circulation. We have to do support which
they can continue by themselves for a long time to solve that problems. So, I have an
idea that is we go to developing countries as not a volunteer but an occupation, and
to teach for local teachers about the way of education.

The way of cheating human’s brain

~from “Placebo effect”~
5116
I think what judge your characters f rom birthday or blood type are popular in Japan.
You cannot find wrong part in these. But, I do not know whether these based on
something or not. I researched about it, but I cannot find good answer. I think that
Placebo effect which is used for your think ing from first image work on your brain.
These days, Placebo is used in medical scene, but I think you can use it in your society.
My thinking based on fortune-telling is “Placebo effect appears in communication and
grew up with worry in your mind”. In oth er words, Placebo does not exist in only you
and it have effect in communication.

A children’s story and moral education
~psychological problem~
5117
These days, we have a lot of social problems in the world. I focused on psychological
problems and moral education. Especially I focused on bullying in junior high school.
Moral education is one of education which raise moral, one’s sense of values, and
creative thinking. I refer to a definition of The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
Science and Technology and I focused on an adult. I doubted a case which an adult was
not educated enough moral education. As a result of researches, there are many adults
who the appearance is an adult but moral is children. So I encourage to educate moral
education in childhood before raise oneself. Adults should educate their children how
children understand other people in the future. So I encourage to moral education used
a children’s story.

Artistic education of the world
~through classic ballet~
5118
Recently Japanese plays an active more and more in the world. The Japanese thinks
that ballet is a hobby. Japan is compulsory education with study. I compared it with
European district. Much art was born in Europe. I researched a famous ballet school in
Russia. The student of this school does not think ballet to be the hobby. They take
lessons in during all day. They want to be dancer. They are exempted from a common
school. They do not need to study a lot. The Japanese does not have enough practice
time. The Japanese is very disadvantageous environment. Then why the Japanese play
an active in the world? A characteristic of Japanese includes seriousness, delicacy and
courteousness. The Japanese take advantage of this way.

Practices of relaxation needed by the stressed society
―For your physical and mental health―
5119
It is said that modern Japan is a stressed society. Fatigue and stress cause mental
diseases as well as physical diseases, therefore I would like to suggest the ways of
relaxation to you.
First, taking a nap is one of the ways. Japanese’s sleeping hours is shorter than
other countries and it is not enough, so taking a nap is an efficient measure.
Second, taking a bath is another of the ways. Not only taking a shower but also

soaking in the bathtub is good for health because your body get warmer and you can
relax because of buoyancy.
These are also good for your mental health. So, you should keep up your health
with taking a nap and a bath.

THE EMPEROR SYSTEM OF JAPAN
―The reason why an empress did not be admitted―
5120
In modern Japan, the law admits only male line male emperors. There are some
reasons why empress are not admitted in Japan. Specialists of law discuss how to treat
the problem about tradition of unbroken imperial line of emperors until today.
When you talk about the problem, even if you are not specialist, you have to have
accurate information. And the problem related to religion of imperial family and
Y-chromosome which is worth examining. I studied the history trace back to ancient
generation to solve it. Through the study, I realized that existence of princely house is
valuable leads to help solve it.

MEANING OF TRADE IN JAPAN
~compare present day with history~
5121
My title of this research is the meaning of trade in contemporary Japan and what is
the purpose. And I will guess the trade’s future appearance. I am going to compare the
contemporary trade with the meanings and roles which historical trades had. Besides, I
research the Japanese main impo rting things. I think trading and politics have some
relationship each other. As a result of my research, the conflict between Japan and
China with Take Island cuts not only the exporting from Japan to China but also cuts
the Japanese trade-income. The trade conflict between Japan and the US led a little
problem on the politics. I thought the meaning of trade is supplying things which are
not enough and the way of supplying things efficient through importing. About
exporting, the meaning is making the count ry’s economy rich and to improve the spirit
of helping each other. It is important to keep the great meaning which people have
made and to solve the problems. I think trade deficit is one of the most serious
problems. We need to buy things made in Japan a nd improve the amount of
world-sharing.

WHAT SHOULD WE DO TO ENJOY SCHOOL LIFE?
~to solve bullying~
5122
The year before last, I researched about the problem of bullying. I especially research
about perpetrator, victim and onlooker. And then I found that bullying cannot stop if
the problem begins one time. What do you think about bullying cannot stop? I think it
is so sad. Then I conceived. Bullying cannot stop, but we can prevent its beginning. So,
in this year, I investigate cause of bullying and I thou ght what we can do to avoid
being bullied from the beginning and reduce bullying. And I researched difference
bullying from razzing. First I research the person who is sometimes disliked others. In
addition I thought that Japan can apply “KiVa project” whi ch is Finland’s solution of
bullying.

Good Communication for Everyone
~overcome the barrier of age and border~
5123
I discovered that the way of communicating with others changes as growing up
through my study. The reason why it changes is that children come to be able to make
appropriate decision in each situation through school life which is group life.
Moreover, I compared Japanese communication with that of the United States of
America, which they speak English, which is worldwide language. It is defined good
that being modest and not disturbing the air in Japan, however it is defined good that
giving one’s opinion to others in the United States of America. I wondered why the
definition of Japan is different from that of the United States of America. And it
became clear. It is because of differences of history of each country. In conclusion I
realized that there is no communication which is the best for everyone in the world.

Association with feeling of Japanese people and Japanese culture
~to be better Japanese people~
5124
It is said that Japanese people have characteristics in their feeling. I think that unique
Japanese location, island, made our feelings unique. Therefore, I try to explain abou t
my thinking by using Internet and books and interviewing. Then I found that unique
Japanese cultures are not only made by its location but also made by national
isolation. Moreover, the splits of traditional sports have to do with the splits of the
country. The split of sumo, traditional Japanese sport, is doing something fair and
square and I found that we current Japanese people also have this split. Therefore, I
could demonstrate that my hypothesis. Moreover, I thought it was important for us to
do everything fair and square and to have confidence in our opinions as a result of my
study.

Sending of hospitality
~Japanese unique communication~
5125
It has been decided that Tokyo Olympic will be held in 2020. During the bid
activity, I have frequently heard the word “OMOTENASHI”. In French
presentation, it was intentionally expressed in Japanese. I was interested in it,
because I thought the word must have important meaning. There is not chip system
in Japan. It is also believed that Japanese regard hospital ity as the expression of
cordiality. They do not seek compensation, so it is reason why Japanese hospitality
is evaluated from abroad. Tokyo Olympic is good opportunity to appeal it to many
people. We delight others and we are delighted, too. We think how to make others
happy and we can be happy, too. It is Japanese communication, and I want to send
this to all over the world.

Power of Concert
~to active a concert market~
5126

The number of people who has a trouble for everyday life for stress is increas ing.
Then, I want to suggest that the way using music experience to remove stress. The
music experience big power. For example, it is relation effect, improving of the
immunity, repulsing of the stress hormone, cancelling a negative feeling, fair skin
effect by the female sex hormone secretion, and so on. And, the encounter there can
spread your network. The distribution of the ticket, public transport and the
accommodations, the use of the store, the goods sale produce economic effect and
lead to invigorating local community. In this way, music experience has many powers.
My first suggestion is free ticket which can participate in any live distribute once a
year and one piece of one. This ticket distribute to rather than high school student in
consideration of leave time in night. My second suggestion is to relax photographing
inhibition only when special live is held. Free distribution of ticket gives person who
have ever had music experience an opportunity of the stress -relieving. Relaxing
photographing inhibition calls more costumers.

International community
~Think through Japan-China and Japan-Korea relations~
5127
These days, there is much coverage about Japan -China and Japan-Korea relations,
but some coverage is not good. My impression is “Japanese politic does not say own
suggestion and this discussion is not fair” like this. Then, I studied about territorial
disputes in Japan, Korea and China. Moreover, I thought Japanese government’s
attitude in the future.
About territorial dispute of Senkaku Islands between Japan and China, I found a
newspaper in China in 1953. This newspaper wrote “Japanese Senkaku Island is…”
then. However, the article has not been reported before in Japan. So, Japan have better
to presentation our historical basis about Senk aku Islands to China on the meeting
between principles.
About territorial dispute of Takeshima Islands between Japan and Korea, historical
basis are indicated on treaties and directives, but it is a big problem to report only own
advantageous information. Japanese government has to appear Korea to have meeting
to share ideas.

Relevance of the economic effects and the mass media
For activation of influence and domestic economy given by the mass media
5128
Considering the economic benefits can I do to reduce the activation of the domestic
economy to keyword, involved each other deeply with the mass media, it is checked to
go and mass media is not an exaggeration to say that produce the economic effect of it
is I found. Therefore, I plus ones and that is caused by the mass media and the media,
to find the problem, was thinking about how I can be to take advantage of the future of
domestic economic revitalization and various market developments.
Recent years, and promote research SNS is due to the rapid utilization increased, it
became one of the new spark. However, the reliability of information on the Internet
and SNS is a little low. From what I era that you can place a personal in information,
because in effect also works to minus plus of mass media influence is immeasurable to
be given to the domestic economy, give us a decent correct information to receive the
information, correct understanding for that information to change by making the

information understanding.

Compare the education of Japan with the education of the world
The condition and the future of education of Japan
5201
Finland is known to the world as one of the best education. Teachers in Finland have
great skills to teach because they have master ’s d egree. So I think teachers in Japan
should get master ’s degree. But in Japan, there are a lot of practices to teach in schools.
It shows that there are enough practices to be teachers. And then, teachers need to
teach students how to live or communicate an d so on. So I think that we should
consider again the way to adopt new teachers. To adopt great skills new teachers, I
suggest that the examination of debate be regarded as more important.

The expand of the difference of rich and poor accompanied by spre ad of globalization
5202
Recently, rapid globalization is spreading in the world. In the last year, I did research
about the generalization of overseas trip, and I found that the globalization is also
spreading in Japan. In this year, I wanted to broaden m y horizons and I decided to do
research of the problem of globalization, especially about the expand of the difference
of rich and poor. Globalization must have affected to the world. I thought that I wanted
to do detailed research. And as a result of this research, I found that there is a expand
of the difference of rich and poor as a problem of globalization. The things which we
can do to solve it is such as to buy things at the shop which recommends fair trade or
donating money to an organization which w orks to solve that problem.

For the world without hunger
~the things the world should do now~
5203
We, developed country people can eat enough food to live and have a problem, fatness
and leftovers. But one out of nine people cannot eat enough food to l ive as the research
of WFP (World Hunger Programme). I thought it unfair, and I decided to search the
way how to solve hunger problem. As a result, the main reason of hunger problem is
unstable country. So, there are no supply chain, the series of process of transferring
food to people in the country.
The measure solution of this problem now is mainly transporting food to developing
country, so developed countries have to continue this help. I found out the good plan
for it.
Stability of poor country
Spread of education
Continuous food transportation while doing 1. 2. Plan.
If you continue to do these three things, the problem will be consult. On the more,
making the infertile land in Africa fertile is also important. So we have to think about
the way how to make the rich soil. Finally Africa has to make their food by themselves.
Besides, it is important to fight the world hunger problem in the future, it denies the
world destiny. Through these things, you know you have to solve it immediately. Now
the world is going to be peace, so you have no way to give up solving this problem.
You have to bond and solve this problem.

Should Japan accept immigrants?
5204
Now, our country Japan is facing serious problems, such as lack of labor and social
security. I suggest that thinking whether Japan will accept immigrants or not through
the instance of successful country Australia and unsuccessful country Germany. My
answer is Japan should accept immigrants. And then, I think that Japan should make
cities for foreign people in order to solve the problem which they live in big city. We
Japanese had better to accept foreign people as a successor of Japanese culture.

Utility value of SNS
5205
The “SNS” is famous for many people living in social. Teenager uses smartphone.
So problem of smartphone connect to these people. For example, lie about information,
pranks on twitter and so on. We have not a good sight to see true. SNS is a tool to share
information with each other. It is called “Situation of Self Release”. But there are
many problem and teenager aimed at dangerous things. The use of SNS changes for bad
way. And we can see the problem of SNS for social. SNS is a tool to say something
easily. If we do it, we can get some freely and we can do “Self Release”. We can
appreciated for social by SNS, small tool. But we should carefully to send something
about individual. SO, to establish SNS as a safety, we should discover how to use SNS
and we should learn about SNS`s profit and loss. So we should use.

Bullying and Psychology
~ Can you protect someone from bullying? ~
5206
Bullying is a piece of common problem in the world. But, we still have this problem.
How can we make the world which nothing bullying? How to decrease it? I will
consider about them through eye of psychology.
Problem No.1, Why bullying happen?
Answer1. It is raise the consciousness of companion.
Answer2. It is increase a superiority complex.
Answer3. You continue to win in the group.
Problem No.2, How to decrease bullying?
Answer1. Raise the consciousness of companion by sports
Answer2. Everyone have courage

Japanese and foreigner ’s physical ability have difference.
~Physical ability limit~
5207
Japanese fight with foreigners in various sports world tournaments. But foreigner are
stronger than Japanese them. I think that it is because of physical ability. And there are
a lot of people who are able to run fast, jump high and through far around you. You feel
you can’t win it him. This is ability that person have naturally. Physical ability doesn’t

relate sport’s technique. They are physical, high power and endurance. Motor nerve
doesn’t relate naturally. So it isn’t the same physical ability.

The best way to teach English
~Compare English education in Japan and their counterpart in Europe~
5208
In these days, globalization is increasing all over the world in many ways.
(Globalization of the business, communication, finance, and so on.) It involves the
needs of high quality English education. However, it is said that English skill of
Japanese people is lowest in the world. So I wanted to find a solution. And I examined
problems of English education in Japan and their counterpart in the countries whose
native language is not English, but in which there are high average people can speak
English by using Internet. Conclusion is that you should increase teachers’ skill and do
output. Back up your studies with real materials. Practice speaking. Don’t beat
yourself up over your mistakes. Make English priority like other countries.

The Japanese Issues of English Education
~Compared with Japanese education and their world counterparts~
5209
I studied the English education in Japan last year from the perspective of the
universities entrance examinations and the education in elementary school. I suggest
three things: changing of system of the universities entrance examinations, making
contains of English classes practical, and changing educational system of elementary
school. Therefore, I studied the elementary school’s education in detail, and I studied
how the education will have to be. And I also studied the importance of learning from
early childhood. As a result of my studies, I came to conclusions that Japanese
government should introduce the phonics, the basic grammar and words, and seek the
improvement of the system of overseas study.

Japanese CCG
~ CCG can spread Japan~
5210
The Yu-Gi-Oh! got Guinness World Records in 2013 so it became one of the most
popular CCG in the world. CCG (Collectable Card Game) is one of the most famous
hobbies now. Why did CCG success? Because it is a new style card game completely so
it has two faces that card game and collection. Original CCG is M:tG(Magic:The
Gathering was made by Wizards of the Coast) in U.S.A. The Yu -Gi-Oh! In Japan and
many CCG are influenced by it. I researched how to sell CCG. I found the four
important points to sell. First, you make an interesting role. Second, you establish the
value of CCG cards. Third, you hold regular games regularly. And then holding the
world championship is better. Last, you give publicities to use other contents for
instance comic books, animation and so on.
I thought that I use them and I give publicity to Japan. In fact, Turumi high school in
Kanagawa had a project that students study problems of environment to use the CCG
My Earth which theme of environment. This project was success ful. High school
students can study the problems of environment easily and deeply. I thought you make
a new CCG which theme of Japan so foreigners can study the Japanese great men,

place and cultures through playing this CCG. If this project becomes succes s, many
foreigners will come to Japan more and have correct knowledge of Japan.

For combine NBL and bj league, for professionalization
~future basketball league~
5211
This time, I researched on basketball league. Especially, I considered about to
combine NBL and bj league and completely professionalization.
In 2015, JAPAN 2024 TASKFORCE established new organization about new
basketball league. They have a plan for establishing new Japanese basketball league. It
will be held in 2016. So I researched on th e new basketball league. And then, I tried to
consider about two problems and to make suggestions.
As a result, thanks to new plan, to combine leagues will be achieved, but
professionalization seems to very difficult. Professional basketball player cannot
earn money more than professional player of other sports. To live, to support his or her
families, to buy equipment, professional basketball players need a lot of money. But
about basketball, salary is low level, so I think that many players want to play
basketball while working as an office worker.
Consequently, if you want this league to become completely professional, I think that
you should try to spread basketball. One example is to held basketball clinic.
Basketball clinic means lesson to improve bas ketball skills. Another example is to
make more tickets people live in hometown of basketball team can watch the games for
free. People will be able to watch the basketball games easily. As a result of these
activities, I think that basketball team and bas ketball player can get large income and
then
In this research, I could understand why “professionalization” has not solved and I
could make some solutions. After this, I want to try to consider about activity to spread
basketball more.

Anime of Japan and foreign countries
~Japanese anime spread foreign countries~
5212
The Japanese animated cartoon which we have seen once spreads in the world.
For example, there are a pretty thing, the thing of the action and a thing for children.
When it is now, the animated cartoon can be called a Japanese traditional article. I
thought the animated cartoon to win as one tradition product as more famous? And I
heard that a Japanese animated cartoon attracted attention from the world in news so I
was interested in having possibility to spread the world as a brand of Japanese
animated cartoon to be it to check it.

THE STRATEGY OF SUBCULTURE
~To succeed in the world~
5213
Pokémon is one of the most famous Japanese subculture in Japan. I want to make
good use of the Pokémon’s strategy in the future. And I knew that the president of
Level Five decided to expand Yokai Watch overseas. So I want to compare these two
subcultures and I want to make the strategy for Yokai Watch or others subcultures.

First, Pokémon has long histo ry. It is said that “Pokémon is a great subculture!” in the
world because story, picture and characters are good. Second, Pokémon has a branch
office in the world. It makes easy to sell a lot of goods for foreign people. However,
Yokai Watch has nolong history like Pokémon and it has no branch office in the world.
So it is difficult to expand overseas. But Universal Studio Japan made two attractions.
It is easy that Yokai Watch is known more and more.

The present product design
~The realization of symbiosis society~
5214
Learn from the Great East Japan Earthquake and a decision that Japan will be a
host country of Olympics and Paralympics in 2020, Japan should make the society
which can live your life have nothing to do with the nationality, age, disabilit y, social
status, and so on.
As a result, there are good market for universal design and barrier -free in Japan,
but they cannot supply the demand for it. One of the reasons, it is low Awareness now.
Therefore I have one opinion that the company which makes goods of universal design
should hold the training course about universal design in hospitals, schools, nursing
home, and so on.

Consider the aging society
~ What should we do? ~
5215
We often hear about “Aging society” these days. T he newspaper said that number of
elderly person will increase faster and faster from now on in Japan. “Aging society”
has a lot of problem, and also there are so big damage hidden within the aging. But I
just wondering that why “Aging society” is matter a nd I don’t know whether it is really
bad thing. I would like to know about detail and think what can we do to improve so I
decided this kind of subject.

The effect of subculture on people
~ A change in image of geek ~
5216
In recent years, Japanese subculture advanced in all over the world and brings
economical effect. There are many geeks in the world. Now one in out of five is
geeks in Japan. I think it is problem that social have bad image of geek. The trigger
of the problem are little girl kidnappings . These cases happened in 1980s. Media are
involved in bad image of geek. And geek’s fashion and manner are involved in it too.
I researched about this problem with Internet, books and interview. I thought that it
needs big action to improvement of geek im age.

Global Japan
~From The Standpoint Of Making Movies~
5217
If you are very interested in something, you will be interested in all things

around it. Perhaps, it is natural human being, so I think we can use it f or us and Japan
to be popular or the world will be interested in Japan. And relationship will glow
bigger and bigger, finally, it will affect Japanese society in a good way. And then, I
decided to think about it in art, especially at live action films whi ch can take good
attention of the actors or actress from the media. Finally, I was able to find some points
you have to change when I researched some things about the difference between
Japanese movies and English movies on the Internet. There are 3 things that Japanese
movies should change: “Change Mind To Make The Story”, “The Media To Take Good
Attention” and “Thinking Way Of Performance”. If Japan will make these 3 things true,
the world will be interested in Japan more and more, and Japanese society wi ll glow
bigger.

Because I am a Girl
~Education of women makes change the world~
5218
Now, there are a lot of girls, women who troubled about discriminations all over
the world. “Because I am a Girl” is supporting organization for girls and women who
troubled about problems. I researched only Sahara area, because there are most of
people who have difficult problems.
At the Sahara area, almost of the girls can’t study, go to school. They should
working for own family and they should give birth to ba by earlier and earlier. It is
really surprised case for me. It is difficult to break down the culture of Sahara, but
these cultures make girls and women’s discriminations. And, it is bad problem that girl
whose age is under the 15 or 16 when they birth to baby. I think that it may connect
with this area's difficult problems about death rate of under than 3 years old strongly.
To teach a man is just a private citizen, but to teach a woman is as same as to
teach their family. So, education of women must make change the world. It can solve
about a lot of problems in Africa. But now, I can't help them directly, because I'm high
school student in Japan. Helping people who have a problem is difficult for Japanese
high school students. Therefore, we should donate t o donation boxes for them. It is
easy for us. We can support them.

Relationship between Social Security and Japan
-The Key to Make Our Happiness 5219
These days, there’re many problems of social security such as the Nationa l Pension,
and decreasing birthrate and aging population in Japan. Many of us must feel
unsatisfactory, so I surveyed about Japanese social security and social security system
of Sweden, which provides "high benefits for high burden", and America, which
provides "low benefits for low burden." Through compared with these three countries,
I tried to find solution of those problems. In conclusion, Sweden Model is really good
for us. Their attitude toward social security is definitely different from ours; they
know high burden can be high -quality social security and no necessity of worrying
about future. If we can change our mind not only demanding but also trying to learn a
lot and notice the necessity of changing, we can make a good solution to achieve
happier future. In order to do so, I think education for young people is the first step for
it, because they will be able to think, act, and change the future.

Way of thinking and behavior
~ future of Japanese ~
5220
People often think that positive thinking is good, and negative thinking is bad.
However positive thinking has bad side. For example ｢positive fantasy｣. And then,
negative thinking has good side just like prudent, making plan well. In the foreign
countries, there are a lot of people who have positive thinking. In Japan, there are a lot
of people who have negative thinking. These days in Japan, trend which positive
thinking is correct or everyone should have positive thinking, but I think that, it is not
necessary, because negative thinking is one of the Japanese national characters. I think
that it is important for Japanese to have think ing which combination negative thinking
and a little positive thinking.

Child adoption of Japan
~How to increase the number of child adoption~
5221
The number of child adoption in Japan is much lower than USA. Moreover, in USA,
the rate of orphan, who aren’t related to their parents by blood occupies 50% of
adoption, but in Japan it occupies only 1%. Nevertheless 90 % of protected child in
Japan live in orphan institutions. Why this contradiction was happened? I believe
Japanese law has a problem. It is so complicated that it doesn’t work well. On the other
hand, in other countries it is simple. So Japanese government should improve the
quality of the system of child adoption.

Thinking about our eyesight
Improving our eyesight
5222
These days our eyesight is decreasing. So, I was interested about it. I study about it
and I think that I want many people to know about it. I get three results from my study.
First, our eyesight is decreasing in the world . I would like to call your particular
attention to decrease our eyesight in developed country. Of course, in Japan our
eyesight is decreasing. The cause of such things that developed countries has greater
progress than developing countries, so many people to use a smart phone and a
computer many times. It is bad effect for our eyesight. Second, the Masai who leave in
Africa has the best eyesight in the world, but the Masai who leave in a city has average
eyesight, therefore, good lives makes our good eyesi ght. Third, we can prevent
decreasing of our eyesight in normal life. For example, we look something into the
distance as we can, eating blanched meal and having a proper amount of exercise and
sleep. I want to tell about it, so I wish many people think ab out their eyesight.

Human-related dance
~Variety of dance~
5223
Recently, dance is popular in all over the world. For example, junior high school
students have the dance class as a compulsory subject. And a lot of dance contests are

holding on. However, some people still don’t have good impression of dance. Thus, I
study that how to people utilize dance more effectively in the future. In the end, I
found two ways. First, people should conjugate the dan ce as way of raise oneself.
Second, people should conjugate the dance as sphere of communication. Using these
ways, dance should spread not only enjoy things but also important things for health.

A device of telling
~What is good way to tell something~
5224
I’m interested in job that making something and telling peoples something. So I
researched about what is good way to tell people something.
Last year, I researched about the mass media. For example, I resear ched news and
newspaper. So this year I researched about magazines. I like reading fashion magazine.
So I researched about fashion magazine. A fashion magazine is read by many people. I
usually reading fashion magazine. So I researched about fashion magazi ne.
First, I will tell you about newspaper. This is the result of my research of last year.
When newspaper making, there are some device. Newspaper has many articles, so one
article has only small space. When you tell peoples something by sentences, you h ave
to make sentences to tell the things in detail even if the article space is small. Fashion
magazine has picture and sentences like a newspaper. So I think it is important for
magazine, too.
In this year, I researched about property of color. A propert y of color has power of
function for our mind and feelings. There are pictures and characters in fashion
magazine. So I think to use colors effectively is important to give readers good
impression.
Next, I researched about fashion magazine of koudansha to research about device of
publishing company. A result of this research, I leaned that publishing company make a
theme and to set up about readers. So I think it is important thing to make a fashion
magazine. In this way, to refer to these things, you can make good magazine to send
out information.

To spread Japanese clothes in the world
~How can I devise to be known by foreign people ~
5225
I researched in the clothes. Last year, I had done research in Japanese clothes.
This year, I want to do research in foreign clothes. I want to know original clothes, all
kind of clothes and so on. I also consider that how should you do to be known by
many people in the world. A long ago in Japan, there was only kimono. But it takes
a lot of time to put on, so after the Western culture was conveyed Japan. Westar
clothes is very easy to wear, so many Japanese people gradually wear it.
I want many people to wear a kimono, so I think to build the institution that
people experience to wear a kimono is good idea, because m any people know a good
point to wear a kimono and I suggest that an entertainer held the world concert and
wear clothes like a kimono. If they do that, many people will know the kimono.

How to Improve “Lay Judge System”

~for better trial~
5226
I studied about lay judge system in order to propose the way to improve it. Lay
judge system began in Japan in 2009. Its purpose is to make people have interest in
trial and understand about law system. However, there are also some disadvantages
in the system. Actually, there were people who showed symptom of PTSD
( post-traumatic stress disorder ). What judge takes the initiative in trial is also
problem because lay judges cannot say their opinion easily.
In order to solve problems, I would suggest four solu tions. First, lay judges
should be able to decline appointment of lay judge system easier than now. Second,
lay judges should be secured income equally. Third, training course about lay judge
system should be held. Fourth, students should be taught about l ay judge system at
school.
Lay judge system is Japanese original system. There is no same system in the
world. I’d like this system to be continued to enforce.

Live with Language
~Influence of spreading of English~
5227
Now, we live in global society. Globalization has been advancing rapidly.
English is used by many people in the world and become International language.
About 17 million people are using practical English. By using English, you can
communicate with foreigners and exchange a lot of information. These things are
good for us, but we have problems. First problem is language disappearing because
of spreading English. Second, people won’t be able to recognize the difference of
plans and animals name by influence of disappearing of language. Third, there are
culture problems and social problems. UNESCO general meeting made and adapted
a declaration of respect for culture variety in 2001, and UNEP warned that
“Disappearing of language which is related to our environment and culture deeply, it
is same that the loss of natural textbooks.” You have to use your mother tongue
basically, when you talk with foreigners, you have to use English.

Fibers advanced technology weave
5301
Most of things are created by fiber. Our body is created by fiber, too. Thus fiber is
essential part for us. I picked up two examples, carbon -fiber and cellulose-nanofiber.
They are being watched as a new material in the world. In addition, these fibers will
fulfill their properties in many fields. In short, I think the invention and use of fiber
will make our lives convenient and comfortable in the future.

Disparity of information in the world
~Current situation of disparity~
5302
I examined about disparity of information in the world. The reason is that I wanted
to know origin of disparity of information and wanted to think about the problem’s
solution.
As a result, the origin of disparity of information was v ery small disparity in

America, but recently, it became big problem for the world. I checked and know that
increasing their income is important to solve the problem. And now, in Japan, there is
BOP business, social business, and so on. You will be able to get a lot of money if you
success it, but you will lose a lot of money if you fail it. So companies don’t do it.
Therefore, I think it is needed for nation's help because they help their fond, the
companies can do the business.

Drug offense in the world
~for solving Drug offense~
5303
There are a lot of Drug offenses in the world. I researched how countries use many
Drugs so that I think how to solve the problem. Japanese use few drugs because
Japanese study hard about the fe ar of drugs. But it is difficult to spread study of
Japanese quality. In fact, the countries which are higher than any countries allow
people to use drugs. It makes it to save some money. It is increase in developed
countries in Europe. I thought the way is not only to inhibit but also to allow and to
support. I suggest the way is to management buying and selling drugs by United
Nations. I think that to manage on a global scale can solve the problem of all the
countries.

How to improve our health with co nfectionery
~Special nutrients~
5304
There are many confectioneries such as chocolate, cookie and pie but most people
think “Maybe confectioneries have bad effect for our health.” So I want to study about
special nutrient. I was study four nutrients, Xyl itol, GABA, POs-Ca and Polyphenol.
Xylitol can prevent tooth from bad tooth. GABA has relaxing effect. POs -Ca is similar
to xylitol. Polyphenol has good effect to eyes, beauty and so on. Of course they have
bad points. Xylitol has laxative effect. GABA is contained only cocoa and sprouted
brown rice. So it is difficult to get. POs -Ca has laxative effect and this is patent. It is
difficult for us to get adequate amount. So I think company and relationship agency
have to introduce these things for general per sons and we have to understand.

How should there be the smartphone
~ the risk and the need of the smartphone ~
5305
In recent years, the possession rate of the smartphone increases rapidly worldwide.
The merits are "It becomes easy to look for Internet markedly" and “There are many
applications" and so on. The demerits are "A rate is high" and "durability of the battery
was bad" and so on. It is necessary to examine whether smartphone is necessary or not,
not to have recklessly. Social problems include " dependence" "troubles by the
Internet". I think that it is necessary to do "legislation" to be solved. In addition, I
think that it is necessary to reconsider why oneself has smartphone to know how there
should be the smartphone.

Travel agency

~for travel abroad~
5306
I will examine how is in demand of traveling in abroad from how many people is going
to abroad and where people go to the trip and to think about whether it will come to
influence how it is happening even more in recent years. I will think how the travel
company will change, whether the role is going to change years in the future. I use
newspapers and the Internet, a book. As a result of thinking from it, the demand for
travel abroad is considered to decrease the view in the long term. Overs eas travel toll
is thought to increase in the last few years considering to the long time, it is thought
that decreases from various reasons. I think travel destination changes, as viewed from
the aging problem and population is changed, people who go to t he travel destination
of tourism purposes such as World Heritage Sites than the resort is increase. I think the
place where people travel is concentrate.so if you do presentation of the travel plan of
this state and the number of customer decreases. Moreov er to think from the change in
the number of travelers, the demand for overseas travel is considered to gradually
decreases, Travel Company’s management will be difficult. However, I think in recent
years the number of visitors to Japan is going to increas e in the future has increased
also, that it is also important to use it.

How to get some information
~Young people don’t read newspaper~
5307
Newspaper and smartphone are popular. We can connect to the Internet from
everywhere. But the people who read newspaper have been reduced. Especially, 18
years old to 25 years old people including the people who are age to start a new adult
and living alone. This thing called "young people don’t read newspaper". This is
serious problem in the world. Why did young people don’t read newspaper is
happened? Because smartphone penetration. There is the young people are increased
occurred due to obtain information by using only the Usenet. I do not know is which of
the information or means is going to change how means in the future to obtain a valid
and information, but as far as I'm concerned, any problems that occur there in that both
also net news newspaper to be exploited The solution can do is I think or not. The
information to use many of the means available, is to increase the knowledge, or not
necessary to the development of the future of the world.

Problems of Education
~What is true of education~
5308
I think a very good means for public opinion survey to solve the problem of education.
Except that examined the problem there has been a lot of problems. There has been a
problem that the child's academic achievement decline in the example was examined.
The fact that the decline in academic ability not means there is a problem in each, there
was also firmly measures and solutions to it.

Changing the number of doctors in Japan
~International Comparison and Future Prospects~
5309

Now, in japan, many problems caused by serious lack of doctor are occurring.
Especially, Likely to fall into medical accidents, surgery and pediatrics, obstetrics,
gynecology and so on, it's serious. But under such circumstances, there are much more
doctors, it is a voice from the field. In this time, the number of doctors of Japan to
think from a variety of perspectives, I will examine whether the doctor is saturated, or
not. And also by comparing them with the world countries, I will check what about
looking at international standards. So I first want to propose that the decentralization
of medical care. But it is necessary to the country's cooperation with it. And even
though it has already been working in the hospital of the urban areas, people who go to
the local sparsely populated areas seems to be less. So, eventually I would like to
suggest a telemedicine. But there are many problems in this case. It's a problem of
guidance, support and privacy. By these problems, it takes a long time in order to
spread telemedicine nationally. However, the proportion of over 65years old to the
total population is increasing year by year. To the medical coming more and more from
now on demand and we need urgent and flexible response.

For Japanese ski revival.
~To compare major countries of skiing and Japan in the ski golden age with latest Japan.~

5310
I have done alpine skiing from time of 4 years old and like alpine skiing very
much. I heard the fact, "A lot of people do not skiing, it compared with the past and
skiing declined." from a television and some adults whose generation is same as
my parents and thought regrettably. I want many people to skiing in Japan. I
researched what is a way to make ski popular return once again in Japan. After that,
I considered and decided the ways by comparing very popular culture of ski in a
major country with culture of Japanese ski. The foreign ski area was very large. I
thought Japanese ski areas cannot imitate the scale which are foreign ski areas.
After that, I researched the cause which raised popularity of ski when ski was very
popular in the past in Japan. And I thought a trigger of future's revival from there. I
think making opportunities that media report results of professional skier to raise
up popularity of skiing at first and making the movie of skiing to rise up popularity
of skiing more.

The strategy of Japanese smart phone
5311
It's difficult that Japanese smart phone inferior to foreign countries fights over the
brand and the function with Samsung electron and Apple in the US which takes pride
in its overwhelming popularity at a smart phone marke t.
Therefore I thought that Japanese company should make more parts. Japan takes
pride in its quite high share. I thought Apple and Samsung should attract many
factories to the country and go from now on. I attract a production plant in major Apple
and Samsung to Japan much and so produce a part. When going in this way, it's also
possible to stop industrial hollowing by move to a foreign market, and it's also useful
for growth of an enterprise, it's rational.
I thought there was a possibility in a developin g country with the high growth rate
that is no comparison with developed nation in the smart phone market .
It'll be a problem to appear more high -quality "Japanese brands" by a shift to a part and
get the part share of the major company again.

It also researched about the problem when temporarily assuming that the Japanese
companies move to foreign countries about a developing country.
Something concerned with a cultural wall felt a lot.
Therefore global human resources need by future's enterprise it would be able to
become indispensable.
Putting the center of the market in India and Brazil is probably makes developing in a
smart phone market.

The Japanese automobile industry
~to compare with Europe~
5312
I studied about the Japanese aut omobile industry. This time, I focus on manufacturing
system and sales system of Europe and Japanese maker. In manufacturing system, both
of maker said the efficiency is emphasized and European maker use modularizing. In
sales system, there were differences. Japanese’s maker think customer is most
important but European maker think the brand power as the luxury car is most
important. Japanese automobile company needs this idea. Therefore the high -income
user flows to a luxury car manufacturer of another cou ntry. So I'd like to propose from
the difference between this manufacturing system and the sales system, The Japanese
automobile industry takes a copy of modularizing and furthermore makes efficient, and
should raise the brand power as the luxury car. I t hink development of a further
Japanese car can be expected.

The demand for Low Cost Carrier and economic effect
~Compare Japan with foreign countries~
5313
The number of people who use airplane is increasing with Low Cost Carrier. In Japan,
2012 is a turning point in Low Cost Carrier ’s history. The Low Cost Carrier ’s
Company line is increasing and it aims to the cause to get more passengers. But when
we compare Japan with foreign countries, LCC is more popular than Japan, because
foreign LCC not only put a lot of effort reducing fare, but also put a lot of effort in
advertising. In Japan, if 10_bilion people use LCC, it would bring 1_trillion yen. And
as globalization is developed, more people have opportunities to visit foreign countries.
So LCC get more passengers. But now LCC has some problems. So it is important to
stimulate employees drive.

The future Japanese diet
~what is needing to live a healthy life~
5314
I started this study to solve the problem which most of Japanese have. This is
eating habit. I am interested in its problem and want to solve this problem. Now,
Japanese have a lot of problems in diet so I tried to solve obesity because I thought
that this problem is able to be solved by changing obesity people’s awareness and it is
easy enough for me to solve. When I studied it, I used some web sites and books.
As a result of this study, I understood the fact that Japanese obesity caused getting
a lot of nutrition and spending a life without taking exercise and Japanese don’t care of
diet and their weight, too.

Therefore, it is important for Japanese to take care themselves. I think that we
should tell them the information about diet and health and they eat foods more careful
than before. We have to spread this information to tell them. I thin k that we put up a
poster of diet and health in the big stations.

Revolution of Generation
~Power of Wind~
5315
There is an aim, “We are generating 20 % of all demand for electricity in the world
with wind power generation by 2030.” Japanese govern ment is attempting to
generate 50,000MW with wind power generation by 2050. However, now it is a
serious problem that there are few windmills in Africa due to destruction of
environment. It makes us take so much time to research what will happen if we
develop the region. Sometimes it takes more than 6 years and there are not people
who can stay in developing countries for such long terms very much. Uneasiness of
accidents is also a factor of the problems. In such countries, the standard of
technology is not high. They would not deal with the problems. In fact, Japanese is
also afraid of accidents of windmills. A lot of accidents happened these days and
they accelerate such feeling. As for Japan, we cannot establish windmills because
of lack of land. Here I am going to suggest one breakthrough, OCEAN
GENERATION. Using it, you can generate electricity efficiently because there are
no obstacles on the sea. Moreover we do not have to research so much, fishes not
staying in same place. As time passes, plants will grow around the foundations
under the sea and there will be places for fishes to spawn. Many of developing
countries in Africa are located in the west of the continent by the sea. Now we must
consider the way to get money to make windmills for such countri es and how to
decrease the impact to establish foundations.

World math affair
~education in the future~
5316
Comparing our ability with other counties, we knew that there are much difference
between high level students and low level students, and child ren have little interest in
math. Other countries, though each one has a different educational system, have a lot
of good points Japan should take in. I believe that math should be taught in small
group, and those who in the group should compete with each other by using them. This
is the way that the high level students can improve their abilities and the low level
students can ground work efficiently. By taking in this program, we can solve some of
the problems we have now.

ituation of world energy
5317
There is a research that exhaustible energy will be exhausted soon. On the basis of the
research, I will consider the problem of world energy.

Thinking and unconscious of human

5318
Certain day, and I found a very interesting case when I used the Internet news. In
1997, Nathan Sonnar was 14 years old at the time who were living in Idaho of the
United States named “water” "DHMO", it describes as a chemical substance, he added
to the description of negative and emotional words for more toxicity and nature. Then,
when he had questions "should be regulated by law" to 50 people about DHMO, 43
people agreed. From this thing, I was interested about the human thought, to decide the
theme of "human thought and unconscious." And, "dream" is consistent with the theme
as a topic in everyday life, more deeply result of exploring to advance the research, I
decided to study for the "induction waking dream".

To raise sports in Gunma
From common and deference between Gunma and Yokohama
5319
There are a lot of professional sports team around the world. Each of teams has
hometown. Sports teams improve with supporters and residents. In Gunma, there are
three professional sports team. These are ThespaKusatsu Gunma, Gunma Diamond
Pegasus, and Gunma Crane Thunders. There are also three professional sports teams in
Yokohama. These are Yokohama F･Marinos, Yokohama DeNA Baystars, Yokohama B
Corsairs. I want to raise sports in Gunma, so I research on the Internet a nd local.

Medical Problem judging from the Japanese issue of lack
Increasing Doctors and Developing the Medical Care
5320
A survey found that the number of doctors and nurses in Japan is small. We should
know that Japanese Medical problem about lack of doctor is big problem.
In addition, in Japan, the number of doctor is being unevenly distributed, and
department or field, too.
I suggest that the government and local governing bodies need to establish medical
universities and medical schools.
Second, the national university needs to work to grasp the number of doctors and
try to recommend department or field which lack of doctors to medical students.

School education of the world
~compare advanced nation with developing country~
5321
There are developing countries and developed countries in the world, and it has
happened big economic disparity during there. I thought that it happened from how to
education. So I research the way of education of the world. And, what should you build
the school in developing county. A lot of county do reading book and do group work in
the school when you are child. But there are a lot of children who cannot go to school
every day in developing counties, because it is very poor of the world. So these child
should read some books, and improve children`s basic academic in there. And I have
an idea making school in there. If I make a school in there, I want to make secondary
school.

What is “A Good Teacher?”
~Teachers who are needed now~
5322
I considered what a good teach er is. It is a teacher who can teach manners
instead of parents so that children survive society, a teacher who can change levels to
each student so that children pass the entrance exam, and a teacher who can meet each
student’s needs so that children enjo y school life. In addition, Finland is famous for its
high intelligence, so I searched it. In Finland, teachers are proud of being a teacher,
and work actively. Therefore teachers in Japan also should be proud of being a teacher.

What is human being
~How can we follow your meaningful life? ~
5323
It is important to act in harmony. A spirit of cooperation is our peculiarity. And you
should use your experience and get a hint for your future.
And communication with your friend or family will make your lifer more special. If
you do so, you can lead a meaningful life

“Jiburi’s future”
~How can we follow Japanese animation movie organizations~
5324
I think that it is high time to reconsider Japanese animation movie b ecause “Studio
Jiburi” have been dissolution. So I have searching how to overcome other country
animation since last year.
I search by on the Internet, library books, and tried to interview to Mitakanomori
museum.
First of all, I found that audiences have the image that Jiburi have active hero or
heroine. However collecting data gave me another sight and there is no clear evidence.
According this result, they have a kind of fixed view.
Secondly, we should try to more advertisement because Jiburi had lost a global market
by luck of advertisement.
And I also think that if we earn at global market, we should advance into European
country because there have already expanded Disney market.
By the way, Disney have consulted Disney land since 1950. We are really at tracted by
this amusement park. Jiburi doesn’t have amusement park. But they have museum. I
think that they can use this museum. They can get more profit if they advertise for
foreigners. However, they have no plan to expand building. So I want to encourag e
cooperating with city people and do some events around this museum.

Japanese Food Miles
~comparing with other developed countries~
5325
Food Miles is the index how much quantity of carbon dioxide is discharged at sight.
The way of calculation and concept is very simply so we can understand easily but it
has incompletely part. We can connect Food Miles to environmental problem to think it
show one part of food problem which focus on the transport’s distance. Moreover it

can stand structure of food supply visually.
Japan’s numerical value is so high all of the world. Thus Japan is getting a weighty
load. In my opinion, the reason that is high in a price of Japan is the eating habitat
changed. Therefore we can’t provide people with food which was produced in Japan.
We need to struggle local production for local consumption to steal out of that
situation.

Stressful society and comfort
~related psychosis~
5326
We often hear “stressful society” recently. I heard many Japanese was approa ched by
time. And then if you are free, you want to relax, but wherever crowd, so you will not
be able to relax. By the way, there many Japanese children have stress. Therefore I
researched based on relation between stress and psychosis, transition of pati ent of
psychosis, how to treat to them and comfort for them. At the result, we should
understand psychosis and patient of it, because the most comfort for them is enjoying.

Title What can we do to become healthy by eating good food?
5327
The purpose of this study is to know about the relation between good food and health.
The question we have to ask here is how we can become healthy by eating good food.
My opinion is that we should glow the sense of the tast e and enjoy dinner. Japanese
should use the map of “Shokuji Balance Guide” from government. The reason why I
can say is that there is the evidence that it’s useful for Japanese.
Therefore, we should try to eat a lot of food to glow the sense of the taste a nd enjoy
the time of dinner with someone.

World Volunteer
~communicate with people by volunteer~
5328
It was found that volunteer is not required in the society in Japan.A volunteer in jap an
seems to have possibilities to be considered as an annoying act in Japan. It suggests
that Japanese is not interested in volunteer. I studied why the volunteer is not really
required?
I wanted to study volunteer activity carried out in the world. I want ed to know about
how many people pays more attention to a volunteer from Japan to the foreign
counrties.
I searched about what kind of activity you carry out in the world. In addition, I
participated in some volunteer activity at local Gunma. Meeting peop le with various
sense of values by participating in various volunteers, and admiring have been
surprised.

(Title) what we can do in aging Japanese society
5329
As the Japanese population of over 65 years old grows, many problems are happening.
For example, the number of criminals who are over 65 years old and did Shoplifting is

growing. I searched the date of Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department and many other
data and I thought the main cause of this problem is senior citizens` Isolation. At first I
consider the solution of it. I suggest that we create town which many senior citizens
can find purposes in life. For this purpose, we should not only establish facilities for
senior, but also make opportunities that senior communicate with young citizens. If my
solution carries out, however, senior will get more opportunities to communicate with
people who do not understand about them very well. It may lead increase of elderly
abuse, so young should create the new town and understand the difference between
themselves and senior.

Japanese judicial system and Japanese future
5330
I understood that Japanese people rarely dispense justice so they say “sorry” many
time for study last year.
I think that changing judicial system is good for reducing troubles whose causes are
apology in japan, where globalization is developed and many foreign people visit. So I
started this study. I pay attention to courthouse composition, knowledge about a trial,
lawyer population and trial period and I pushed forward a study. I found that there are
three problems. First, it is difficult to concern in justice because there are few judicial
officers around Japanese. Second, Japanese think that justice has long time becau se
they do not have a lot of knowledge about justice. Third, Japanese do not know what
justice do for them. I found solutions of these problems. First, you build high school
and university to steady technical things about justice. Second, you get easy
knowledge about justice in elementary school and you get deeply ones in junior high
school and high school. Third, you divide court, judge and lawyer into each specialty
area.

Japanese and world medication
~What we need for improvement of medical standar d in the whole world~
5331
My goal is to think about how to improve the standard of medication. I will compare
with Japanese medication and world medication. I will focus on the system o f
medication in the world and condition. By doing so, I will think about some solution
for that. I will think about the developing countries. I will suggest how to improve its
medication without a lot of money.

Orphans’ immigration
~stop decreasing JAPANESE~
5332
This time, I studied the way to stop decreasing children and I thought to receive
foreign people, especially orphans is the best way to keep Japanese population. I
studied using internet. Japanese government has done a lot of politics. For example,
angel plan, new angel plan. However, after all in comparison with child care, a nurture
system of France Sweden which succeeded in increasing the birth rate Japan knew that
a system was not still fixed enough so far. J apanese government ratified the Hague
convention negotiate International adoption in 2014, so we can so easier the
international adoption in Japan. Probably most of people think Japanese people is born

in Japan. But I think “Japanese people” are the one wh o have Japanese soul, for
example kindness, the mind to think about Japan or to be interested in Japanese
traditions. So I think it is important to protect Japanese individual things to increase
“Japanese people” no matter what place of origin, color or re ligion is.

Hospitality Spirit and Japanese people
~Toward the globalization~
5333
My research’s goals are to understand the characteristic of Japan and a property of
Japanese people and to connect it how Japanese people should be finally in
globalization. After my survey, I found that there are the heart to be considerate and
anxious of someone in Japan, and each of Japanese people have these spirit. However,
I knew that there are many Japanese who take the feelings of the partner too seriously,
and cannot assert themselves. So, I concluded that Japanese great hospitality mind
might have brought about unfortunate results. I think you should keep a balance
between hospitality spirit and self -assertion while you live in the international society.

The Position of Japanese Music in the World
~The Possibilities of Animation songs and Idols~
5334
I researched the state of Japanese Music in the world. The result of preliminary
investigation, I found both Rock and Jazz were introduced and spread fr om overseas
and in the course of the handing down, they had changed taste which suits Japanese.
On the basis of this pre research results, I guessed the same genres of music are
transformed and spread in each countries. Besides, I speculated that Japanese people
prefer J-pop what is called pop idol to Rock and Jazz.

An International Exchange Through The Music
~Relationship Between Music And Culture~
5401
USA is the leading country in the cultural field. And POP is the most popular mu sic
there. Many western people like international musician. Americans obviously like
them. According to hit chart in these countries, you can guess they prefer “good”
music for them. So their evaluation is quite different from that in Asian countries. By
the way, northern Europeans’ favorite music is mostly hard rock because of the ranking
of hit songs in such nations. Of course they like POP, too. In addition, westerners often
listen to foreign music. So the famous singers in those countries are common.
On the other hand, you can see Asian musical culture is really domestic. Through
western Asia to the eastern Asia, almost all of people like their national music and
artists. Moreover, a lot of idols are popular in East Asia, but this trend can be seen onl y
in a few countries.

A declining number of children between Japan and world
~Comparing Japan and France~
5402

I thought about the declining in Gunma. In this year I think a remedy of a declining
number of children by remedy of advanced nations. I picked up countries which it
overcame a declining number of children. These countries have the different point of
view unlike Japan. These nations’ remedies are divided into three part. Free of
charge, thinking of child care and revise a law. Free of charge of school expenses till
high school student, which makes a environment that everyone can take a child care
leave and made a law for family.If we enforce such a remedy, possibly we can
overcome the declining number of chil dren.

Economic disparity between countries
~ The North-South problem ~
5403
There is a North-South problem as a problem of the world. There are a lot of people
whose living place are suffering from the problem. Disparity between countries like
that they are plenty in the Southern Hemisphere and other countries are expanding year
by year. I searched how to develop these countries if a country needs to develop.
Against disparity between developed countries and developing countries are expanding
by globalization and so on, there are countries act policy to develop such as improving
infrastructure and market opening. To develop without being bound by some problems
such as geographical one, it is needed to act premeditatedly. In addition, developing
countries should upgrade their infrastructure.

Correct knowledge of the damage and the radiation by the nuclear accident
~Resolution of prevention and harmful rumors of the body’s damage~
5404
I divided “prevention of damage to the body” and “resolution of harmf ul rumor”
about the damage.
We can solve the problems of the harmful rumor by individual’s correct
understanding. At first, we should calmly deal information in order not to be deceived
by rumors that we don’t know if it is correct. And I think that it is necessary to act PR
events for spreading the safety of agricultural products as a countermeasure of harmful
rumors. And they should transmit the good point of their agricultural products to the
people who may buy them as the subjects. As a countermeasure o f damage to the body,
it is possible to sterilize by careful cleaning boiling vegetables as one of the
precautionary measures. These are easy to act in families, so I would like to
recommend. Both of damage to the body and resolution of harmful rumor canno t be
resolved without individual correct understanding about radiation. I would like you to
try to understand correctly.

For Japanese exercise motivation
~changed lifestyle affect willingness~
5405
In recent years, Japanese have problem. It’s lack of exercise. Especially, many
children descend physical ability because children have the problem. According to the
statistics of the physical fitness test, it has declined actually physical ability. It has
decreased from thirty years ago because lifestyle was greatly changed. It is increasing
useful things. For example, cellphone, personal computer, video game, car, etc. So,

children have decreased time to play outside. In addition, world convention had a bad
effect on the Japanese consciousness. From these things, I think we should make safe
playground. And we should increase the class of physical education in schools. In
addition, watching the raw sports give a good effect for exercise motivation to
children.

How to solve the global warming by eating
~Search from Food problems and Food Garbage problems~
5406
I found the reason of Global Warming caused by food in the free study in 9th grade by
social studies. So I thought that I could contribute to measures against global warming
by eating. We eat 3 times each day and I started this study. The food self -sufficiency
ratio of Japan is 40% and it’s lower than that of other countries. For example; South
Korea, the neighboring country is 51%. There’re differences in Far East. However the
U.K. had been experienced lower self -sufficiency before 1970(about 40%, seems like
now Japanese that) and it was increased to 70% by effort of government. The food
millage is also low level in Japan and it is the highest rank all over the world. African
refugees can live with the emission of food garbage of Japan. From those opinions, we
should eat Japanese food and we should not emit garbage. I calculated the rate of
emitting CO2 from food problems was 0.8%. 80% are from industrial emitting so if we
save the food problems, we can contribute to solve global warming. And like “Sukiyaki
cheer Prefecture project” by Gunma Prefecture can also save the global warming. If
those opinions spread all over the world, it will get better I concluded.

The current situation and assignment of Japanese fireworks
~In comparison with the world of fireworks~
5407
The first, I found out about Japanese fireworks itself. Second, I compare with the
how to make, shape, and history of overseas fireworks and to devi ce some fireworks
into some situation. Some examined for theming
problems of Japan's fireworks
display that was also the reason for, and found the improvements. I form I can been
from these two, and found recommendations as discussed.

To spread Washoku meal
How spread it
5408
In 2013, Washoku meal became UNESCO intangible cultural heritage as Japanese
traditional food culture. Now, Washoku meal is one of the food culture noticed, so I
thought we should make it to the world. I researched from three poi nts of view. I was
able to understand about activities to spread Washoku meal, and then I noticed Tokyo
Olympic to spread Washoku meal. I have some idea. We open a store in the area, and
we’ll sell Washoku meal. We had better use ingredient of season, and we‘ll show
customer something to tell about Washoku meal’s good point. We should tell them
about “Cook Pad” which is established, when Washoku meal is registered. I think the
number of people who know real Washoku meal and eat it is increased through it.

The Present Circumstances and Measure of Pets’ Problems
5409
Nowadays, there are many kinds of animals such as dog, cat, hamster, rabbit, and
parakeet and so on. And these animals have been had as pets by humans. Such these
worlds which there are many pets, you have many kinds of pets’ problems.
These days, I have also heard that the number of pets killed in Germany is almost 0,
but the number of these in Japan is a lots. So I wanted to know and looked into why the
number of killed in Japan is so many and the number of killed in Germany is so few,
also, I looked into three countries, the United States, United Kingdom, and Japan to
know why the number of killed in Japan is so many rather than other countries. I could
understand that German has awareness pets, facility to protect the pets, and law for
pets. I thought these points are different from Japanese and we have to model Germany.
In addition, in the animal protection center in Takasaki, Gunma Prefecture measure
such as not to take up pets as much as possible and devise to increase the number of
people to receive pets in this institution. We can measure such as not taken up the pet
as much as possible and we have or devised, such as unclaimed increases, and I
thought that we should increase this kind of efforts done by the nation.

Weight difference in life
~Status quo of Africa and Japan’s emergency medical~
5411
I had ever heard “If ten people die in Tokyo, Japan will be surprised. If one hundred
people die in New York, this world will be surprised, but no one will notice if four
thousand people die in Africa. The life haven’t already equal.” when I was a junior
high school student. If patient die, in japan, they will die with cancer or other heavy
disease or old age, but in Africa, sometimes it will die even diarrhea. Such a situation
is prevented in japan. However, to this thing, it would happen, I thought that there is a
problem with the medical standards. So I looked into Japan and Africa’s medical
emergency. As a result, fi rst, we have become with hard work in Japan, whereby the
number of doctors is decreasing. Second, in Africa, There is a variation in the medical
standards by country. South Africa’s quality is high, but Zambia or other part of
country is low quality in medical standards.

Impact on the global environment from the solar power generation
~Coexistence with the environment~
5412
I researched into the energy about solar power generation. These days thermal pow er
generation, nuclear power generation is supporting the power of Japan. However they
are discharge CO2 when they generate electricity. So they are not good for the earth.
Nevertheless, Solar and wind power, hydroelectric power generation, power
generation, such as wave power is not give too much bad effect on the global
environment.
Spreading of solar power generation is not only Japan but also foreign country. For
example, large area, such as the United States uses vast to install solar power
generator.
In each country to understand the advantages and disadvantages of solar power. We
need to understand and characteristics of solar power, which is required for installation.
It is necessary to continue to co -exist.

Existence of death penalty
~Advantages and disadvantages~
5413
Currently, the death penalty is being used in Japan. The pros and cons opinion is
heard that there are various ideas to the death penalty in Japan.
When doing a death penalty system, they're the case that I have to be careful most and
a false charge.
The case by which a death penalty fixation person calls Hakamada event and Menda
event innocent release recently was increasing. The moment a death penalty was
executed just as it is, it's a very fearful thing. It's a lawman to suffer for being a death
penalty system. I think the one as lawman's anguish is an immeasurable one. I have
also to consider such thing and consider a death penalty system. Through this study, I
will consider about whether death penalty system good or not.

The decline and cause of food self -sufficiency rate in Japan
~The feature of the rate~
5414
I studied about a state of food self -sufficiency rate and cause of the decline with the
statistics in 2015. Then, I found that livestock products whose rate is low lower the
whole rate which is calculated by calorie. In this year, I considered that from another
perspective. As a result, I found that two causes. First, there is much lost food.
Denominator of figures of rate includes the amount. Second, rate of oil is low. Japan
depends on abroad for oil. Then, I suggested that relaxing best before date about food
and calling out health activity to people to solve the two problems. And, I thought that
it is necessary that people know about rate to solve the problem.

Education of developing countries
~conscious of children~
5415
I found the fact that there were a lot of children who could not go to school every day
and take classes like us on TV. So I examined the situatio n of the education of
developing countries. I found a country which almost overcame the problem of
education. This country was Cambodia. Furthermore, I examined the way Cambodia
had done. Cambodia could build an elementary school that children commute with out
money because they used HERO project which Japanese cloud funding service offered.
Cloud funding service is that you collect money on the Internet and you use this money
for development of something new and people who need help. By the way, I found the
necessity of education of children in developing countries.

Possibly chance to develop environment -friendly energy
~ To improve wind power generation on the sea ~
5416
There are much oil or coal in the world, but they ha ve limit. For example the oil or
coal is said that they will escape in 100 years. We people use them a lot. Actually they
occupy high rate in the energy of using. Especially japan depend on energy which is

imported from abroad. So, I think that we should a dvance to development environment
friendly energy. But Japan isn`t good country to improve them. Because friendly
energy needs large land. Now they have many kind of it. For example a nuclear power
a thermal powera hydroelectric plant. Japan is very small country. So we can`t produce
much energy. So I think we should make more wind power generation than now. It has
two good reasons. First, there are large sea in Japan. So we can do it to produce huge
energy ever since nothing. The size of sea is the sixth l argest in the world. And there
are more wind than land. So we can get much energy by good efficiency and large scale.
To get power by windmill on the sea is some good point. So I think that we should
advance to research more and more to be spread in Japan.

Consider about Care of Elderly person in 2030
~The way of a remedy Japanese nursing -care system~
5417
In 2030, Japan will have many elderly people who need nursing care, but Japanese
nursing-care system can’t support very well. So I researched foreign country’s
nursing-care system and considered Japanese nursing care in 2030. Researched
countries are Finland, America, Germany, and Sweden. I researched nursing -care
system and nursing care insurance mainly. All countries which I researched had the
home care system as a nursing-care. Nursing care insurance is difficult.
There are some countries where private insurance occupies majority of nursing care
insurance. I thought that relationships in local area can be help as nursing. In
conclusion, japan should start local nursing care. Local nursing care means to gather
elder person in need during only daytime when partner is working. In this system, care
worker will go there. As assignments, we should research institutional reform to carry
out all over Japan and number of care worker.

How to change shopping arcade
~researching merit of shopping arcade ~
5418
Recently, businesses in Japan have been changed. It is declined in shopping arcade.
It is caused by supermarkets, shopping malls and convenience stores . They became
useful because, declining in shopping arcade is mentioned. So I wanted to list
advantages for the purpose of “recovering shopping arcade” and I want to think
shopping arcade.
There are two conclusions.
(1) Promotion Delivery Service
Delivery service was selected the most thing that wanted by residents. So that was
expected. It is effective for pregnant woman, parents who have little child, the person
who is injured and so on.
(2) Promotion Used By The Elderly Person
It is difficult for elderly people to shop in supermarkets or shopping malls. So I
thought that we should promote for elderly people to shop in shopping arcade.
Shopping arcade is wide and not crowded. So I thought it is useful for elderly people.

Religion and culture problems

5419
There are a lot of problems in the world. For example, the conflict of religion, culture
or race and so on. I focused on the religions and cultures. Especially I investigate
Islamic state. In conclusion, there are a lot of opinions that Islam ic state could not
connect to Islam. Some people say Islamic state interpret the Koran, Qur ’an as twist
sight. Japanese people sometimes mistake Islamic state for Islam. The fact, mosque is
attacked by the Japanese people who has no knowledge about Islam i n Japan. So we
should know about Islam more and more. While, I think the conflict of culture can
solve easily. There are a lot of differences. But if you check the differences before you
go abroad, you can deal with difference.

Medical attention in remote rural
~From a point of view of emergency medical care~
5420
You should know the right way of using an ambulance because emergency
medical care is exactly “the fight against time”. In that scene, doctors can’t waste time
even a second.
The emergency medical care of Japan falls behind that of countries in the world.
There are three reasons.
First, cooperation between doctors and rescue crew is not enough. Second, they
can’t use air ambulance (helicopter emergency medical service) well. T hird, there are
people who can’t use an ambulance in correct way. People sometimes use it, when they
can go a hospital themselves.
For becoming medical care more efficient, we should cultivate primary care
doctor who can treat daily trouble like a col d or a minor sprain. And we should send
them to remote rural. If we can do so, medical care will sufficient for rural people. And
then, an ambulance will use for only emergency patients. I think it will have good
effect on Japanese medical care.

Japanese medical system and technique
~To compete with all over the world~
5427
Last year, I studied about “Medical technique and Medical regulation system”, so
this year I want to search those deeply. In Japan, there are many problems. For
examples, breakdown medicine. This is very serious and difficult problem. This means
there are a lot of people who cannot receive the medical care when they want to receive
it. I separated it to three parts of problems, lack of doctors, the relative of medical
expenses and degree of satisfaction, and medical technique. I searched about them.
Japanese doctors are fewer than other countries because the government has not been
able to act to solve those problems for a long time. They have great satisfaction but
their medical expense is higher than other counties. To solve those, I suggest that
people try to be increase the number of the medical university, cut the cost of excess
expense, and connect with other country.

Maintain and change
~To think about care condition in future~
5424

Medical treatment in America is different from that in Japan such as medical
environment and treatment way. In my conclusion I should look them over again. I
studied system of nurse, medi cine, organ transplants, and so on to use internet. So, I
think we have to maintain system of the public health insurance for the whole nation
and another points should be changed because Japan health system should be changed
by us for next generation.

Pet’s problem in Japan
~compare Japan with Germany: kind to animal country~
5429
The present, pets breeding population has increasing in Japan. But Japan has a lot of
troubles about pet, so I think of the way to solve the pet’s problem in Japan.
Now, hundreds of thousands of dogs are killed by people in health center and they
almost were had by people. On the other hand, in Germany where be kind of animals
country doesn’t cull the pet, because this cou ntry do a lot of measure. For example, if
you want to do a dog breeder: to raise the puppy and sell them to a lot of pet shops, you
have to pass an examination for a license. And after that, they are checked by person in
charge. Besides, Germany has long- term care facility. This place protections the dog
which did thought away by the people. This place is managed by tax and volunteers
and so on.
As the above account suggested, I think that it is important for Japanese people to
have kind heart for pets.

Medical of Japan and its present situation
~comparing with America~
5430
I compared the medical of Japan with medical of U.S. to check the Japanese medical
present conditions. U.S. is famous for its high quality medical treatment such as organ
transplant. So I try to find good points and bad points of Japanese medical and suggest
some solutions of these problems. I found that medical expenses are considerably
lower in Japan than the U.S. And Japan has little number of doctors and falls into a
doctor shortage. The supply and demand of the doctor do not accord. It is thought that
it causes this problem that uneven distribution and the medical expenses of the doctor
are low. The depopulation and the congestion of the doctor are becoming seriously and
medical expenses are low so that a medical fence becomes lower. For these reasons, the
situation that patients are easy to come to the hospital is made. What I want to suggest
as a solution of this problem is to increase capacity of the medical department and to
realize the remote treatment. I want to propose a system that the doctor takes “The
qualification appropriate examination” regularly so that they will not drop the quality
of their medical. It is necessary to review medical system at whole Japan to realize
these solutions.

Difference of how you look at it
~common sense and religion in the world~
5431
When I watched TV program about the world, I saw a lot of incredible spectacle and I
wanted to know why difference happens. I research ed difference of common sense on

the Internet. Then I researched difference between character of American and that of
Japanese and difference of culture so that I would make that reason clear. As a result, I
found that American and Japanese have different values. The reason why they have
different values is almost difference of religion. There are many religions such as
Christianity, Islam, and Buddhism in the world. Some religions think that peace is the
most important thing, but some think god is the most important. Therefore difference
of religion brings about difference of common sense. We should understand the state
religion when we visit foreign country in order not to hurt them feeling. We have to
accept religion of foreign countries and respect for o wn religion.

The national characteristics in the future
~For ideal foreign relations~
5432
It is said that we will not be able to do anything without relationships between
foreign countries and foreigners because of being closer and smaller of the world . In
such the world, I think it is important for us to have something to do with the people
who have sense of value which is different from ours after we understand our own
national characteristics well.
So I studied ethnic jokes to find Japan’s national characteristics and to know how we
are seen by other countries.
As results of this study, I found Japan’s characteristics “earnest and hard -working”,
“closed and racist” and “having little personality and tending to say yes”.
I think second and third characteristics will become matters when we establish ideal
foreign relations. I also found that the action we do without any thought can make
misunderstandings.

How to support for patients of dementia in the world
~Compare Sweden and the U.S and Japan~
5433
Recently, news that old person who has dementia died lonesome or was missing
because of wandering have increased. Then, I thought that it is needed to make society
where everyone including dementia patients can live comfortably, because there is
limit to reduce number of dementia patients. So I decided to think what supports are
needed from now think with citing the way of support in Sweden and the U.S and Japan
as references after knowing the real situation of dementia in the world.
As for 2012, there are 3560 million dementia patients in the world. It is predicted that
number of patients will have become 1 billion 1540 million by 2050. Now, there are
462 million dementia patients in Japan. It is equal to 15% of old people. In Sweden,
there are about 142,000 dementia patients and in the U.S, there are 5,300,000 dementia
patients. Along The Welfare Law for the Aged, various policies have been performed
from enforcing the low since 1963. For example, group home, Small -scale
multi-functional type home nursing etc. It is the support which is to a patient mainly.
Most of Japanese problems such as lack of nursing service, lack of support to dementia
patient and the family and long hospitalization of dementia were also a problem of
another country. I decided to check policies of the other counties which seem to be
able to settle the problem. In Sweden and the U.S do night patrol visiting care and
short stay case management. These are supports to the patient's family. Through the
results, I concluded that aggressive using and developments of nursing tools and

periodic visits with many case managements can help us solve the problems.

The food problem of the world
~The things which we can to the people who suffer from hunger~
5434
When I was a junior high school student, I learned that “There are nine hundreds and
million people who have a little food and suffer from hunger. On the other hand, some
people are fat because of an excessive intake of high calorie food. I studied about two
things. First, the reason of “why are there occur hungers?”(In the world we produce
enough food). Second, I consider about the method of decreasing the amount of hunger
what we can do. As a result of this study, I want to suggest three things. 1, to
reconsider about the stock-rising industry of advanced nations. The influence of
stock-rising is immeasurable. So, if advanced nations restrain stock -rising, many
people can take in nutrition. 2, to r econsider about the maintenance of translation
network of hunger zone. If many advanced nations supply relief, it cannot reach
without translation measure. 3, to decrease the amount of the food loss. Many Japanese
dump food a lot. It does not connect with reducing of the amount of the hunger directly,
but it is important for us to change our consciousness about food.

